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Why GAO Did This Study

According to DOD, about 3 million people in the United States receive drinking water from DOD public water systems, which are to comply with EPA and state health-based regulations. EPA and DOD have detected elevated levels of two unregulated, DOD-identified emerging contaminants found in firefighting foam—PFOS and PFOA—in drinking water at or near installations. Perchlorate, an unregulated chemical used by DOD in rocket fuel, can also be found in drinking water.

The Senate Report accompanying a bill for national defense authorization for fiscal year 2017 included a provision for GAO to review DOD management of drinking water contaminants. This report examines the extent to which DOD has (1) internally reported data on compliance with health-based drinking water regulations at military installations and used those data to assess compliance at its two types of public water systems, and (2) taken actions to address concerns with its firefighting foam and elevated levels of PFOS, PFOA, and perchlorate in drinking water at or near military installations. GAO reviewed DOD guidance and EPA drinking water regulations, advisories, and orders; analyzed DOD and EPA drinking water data; and visited seven installations from among those addressing emerging contaminants in drinking water.

What GAO Recommends

GAO is making five recommendations to improve DOD’s reporting and use of data on compliance with health-based drinking water regulations. DOD concurred with the recommendations.

What GAO Found

The Department of Defense (DOD) has not internally reported all data on compliance with health-based drinking water regulations or used available data to assess compliance. DOD data for fiscal years 2013-2015 indicate that DOD public water systems complied with Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and state health-based drinking water regulations at levels comparable with other systems in the United States. However, the military departments did not report all violations to DOD, i.e., while 77 installations reported violations to DOD, GAO found that at least 16 additional installations did not. Until DOD takes steps to increase the clarity and understanding of its internal reporting requirements, it may not have the data it needs to fully oversee compliance. DOD also has not used its data to determine why its two types of systems—one that provides DOD-treated water and another that provides non-DOD-treated water—have different compliance rates. Specifically, DOD’s data indicate that about 99 percent of the people who received non-DOD-treated drinking water were served by systems with no violations, while about 89 percent of the people who received DOD-treated drinking water were served by systems with no violations. Absent further analysis of its data, DOD may not be able to improve overall compliance.

DOD has initiated actions to address concerns with both its firefighting foam and also with elevated levels in drinking water of perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS), perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA), and perchlorate, which are DOD-identified emerging contaminants. PFOS and PFOA can be found in DOD’s firefighting foam. DOD has restricted its use of this foam and is funding efforts to develop a new foam that meets DOD performance requirements. Additionally, at 11 military installations (see fig.), DOD has shut down wells, provided alternate water sources, or installed water treatment systems to respond to elevated levels of PFOS and PFOA, at times in response to EPA and state orders.

Military Installations Where DOD Has Initiated Actions to Address Elevated Levels of PFOS and PFOA in Installation Drinking Water, as of March 2017

Sources: GAO analysis of DOD data; Map Resources (map) | GAO-18-78
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Congressional Committees

Every year about 3 million people who live and work on military installations in the United States receive drinking water from a Department of Defense (DOD) public water system, according to the department. These people are served by two different types of public water systems. Specifically, about two-thirds of these people are provided DOD-treated drinking water, and about one-third are provided non-DOD-treated drinking water—that is, drinking water from DOD systems that have been privatized or that obtain treated drinking water from a local utility. DOD’s public water systems, like all public water systems, are required to comply with legally enforceable drinking water regulations that are issued by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) under the Safe Drinking Water Act, as well as with any additional regulations issued by state environmental agencies. DOD policy also requires the military departments to report annually on compliance with health-based regulations at their installations’ public water systems to the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Energy, Installations, and Environment (ASD (EI&E)) within the Office of the Secretary of Defense.

1The term “public water system” refers to the provision of piped drinking water to the public, where the system serves at least 15 service connections or serves an average of at least 25 people at least 60 days out of the year; it does not refer to whether the system is publicly or privately owned.

2DOD does not provide any additional treatment to non-DOD-treated drinking water. Drinking water treatment generally consists of filtration, sedimentation, and other processes to remove impurities and harmful agents, and disinfection processes such as chlorination to eliminate biological contaminants.


4DOD Instruction 4715.06, Environmental Compliance in the United States (May 4, 2015). The instruction describes health-based drinking water standards as those standards that must be met or there may be health-based risks. The standards used by DOD are those of the National Primary Drinking Water Regulations or equivalent state or local regulations having a prescribed maximum contaminant level, maximum residual disinfectant level, or treatment technique.
In May 2016, EPA issued a drinking water health advisory—nonenforceable technical guidance—for perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) and perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA), which are part of a larger group of manufactured compounds called perfluorinated chemicals (PFCs) and can be found in firefighting foam used by DOD since the 1970s. PFCs are widely used to make everyday products more resistant to stains, grease, and water, such as by keeping food from sticking to cookware and making clothes and mattresses more waterproof.

According to the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, exposure to elevated levels of PFOS and PFOA could cause increased cancer risk and other health issues in humans. EPA and DOD have detected elevated levels of PFOS and PFOA in drinking water at or near DOD installations, and EPA has also found these chemicals in drinking water at non-DOD public water systems across the United States.

DOD has included PFOS and PFOA on its list of emerging contaminants. DOD defines emerging contaminants as chemicals or materials that the department currently uses or plans to use that present a potentially unacceptable human health or environmental risk; have a reasonably possible pathway to enter the environment; and either do not have regulatory standards based on peer-reviewed science, or their regulatory standards are evolving due to new science, detection capabilities, or pathways. DOD has also included perchlorate, which is a chemical that DOD uses in rocket fuel, on its list of emerging contaminants. Like PFOS and PFOA, perchlorate has not been regulated by EPA under the Safe Drinking Water Act but does have an EPA-issued interim drinking water health advisory. Overall, DOD’s list of emerging contaminants includes...

---

5EPA, Drinking Water Health Advisory for Perfluorooctane Sulfonate (PFOS) (May 2016); EPA, Drinking Water Health Advisory for Perfluorooctanoic Acid (PFOA) (May 2016). PFCs can also be referred to as per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances, or PFASs. EPA explains that health advisories provide information on contaminants that can cause human health effects and are known or anticipated to occur in drinking water. The advisories are nonenforceable and nonregulatory and provide technical information to drinking water system managers and others with primary responsibility for overseeing the water systems with information on the health risk of identified, but unregulated, chemicals.

6DOD Instruction 4715.18, Emerging Contaminants (June 11, 2009).

7In 2011, EPA determined that perchlorate meets the criteria for regulating a contaminant in the Safe Drinking Water Act. Drinking Water: Regulatory Determination on Perchlorate, 76 Fed. Reg. 7762 (February 11, 2011). Since that time, an initial peer review has been completed for the Perchlorate Biologically Based Dose Response model and model report. According to EPA officials, a proposed regulation for perchlorate is expected by October 2018, with a final regulation approved by December 2019. Additionally, EPA has established guidance on cleanup levels for perchlorate.
21 contaminants that can be found in drinking water: 10 that have been regulated by EPA under the Safe Drinking Water Act and 11 that are currently unregulated but have an EPA-issued drinking water health advisory.

Senate Report 114-255 accompanying a bill for national defense authorization for fiscal year 2017 included a provision for us to review DOD’s efforts to manage contaminants in drinking water. This report examines the extent to which DOD has (1) internally reported data on compliance with health-based drinking water regulations at military installations and used those data to assess compliance at its two types of public water systems and (2) taken actions to address concerns with its firefighting foam containing PFCs and elevated levels of PFOS, PFOA, and perchlorate in drinking water at or near military installations.

For objective one, we analyzed data reported by the military departments to ASD (EI&E) on compliance with and violations of health-based drinking water regulations at DOD public water systems for fiscal years 2013 through 2015 (the most recent data available at the time of our review). We compared data from EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Information System for the same time frame to determine the extent to which violations recorded in the EPA system were also reported by the military departments to ASD (EI&E). We also analyzed the data to identify any differences in violations between DOD- and non-DOD-treated drinking water. We assessed the reliability of the DOD and EPA data on violations of health-based drinking water regulations by reviewing relevant documentation, testing the data for obvious errors, and interviewing knowledgeable officials. As we have previously found, EPA’s data system may not contain all public water system violations because states have generally under-reported violations. During this review, we also found

---

8 States collect and manage relevant data (including violations and enforcement information) in either a database provided by EPA—known as the Safe Drinking Water Information System/State—or in a data system of their own design. The states also periodically transfer from their database information on violations and enforcement actions to the EPA headquarters version of the Safe Drinking Water Information System (known as Safe Drinking Water Information System/Federal). EPA generally uses the data in its version of the system—along with other documentation provided on request—to review state determinations of when water systems are complying with the act. EPA also uses these data to determine whether water systems, in the aggregate, are achieving the agency’s national targets for compliance.

that some public water system identification numbers for DOD installations could not be matched with EPA’s data system and, therefore, these identification numbers were excluded from our analysis.\textsuperscript{10} As a result, some DOD installation violations may be missing from the data, and we may not have comprehensive violations data for health-based drinking water regulations at DOD installations. Nonetheless, we determined that DOD and EPA data were sufficiently reliable for the purposes of identifying whether any drinking water violations were recorded in EPA’s system but not internally reported within DOD, as well as to indicate possible differences in reported violations for DOD’s two types of public water systems. We evaluated the military departments’ reported data and DOD’s use of these data to determine compliance with DOD’s reporting requirements as defined by DOD’s environmental compliance instruction\textsuperscript{11} and with Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government. According to these standards, quality information is needed to achieve an organization’s objectives, management is to monitor performance over time and promptly resolve any findings, and actions such as improved communication to and additional training for personnel are helpful for an organization to meet its objectives.\textsuperscript{12} We also discussed our analysis with ASD (EI&E) and military department officials.

For objective two, we reviewed DOD policies on and requirements for firefighting foam, as well as documents related to the research and development of a PFC-free firefighting foam. We also interviewed military department and installation officials to discuss DOD actions regarding current and future use of firefighting foam. Additionally, we reviewed administrative orders issued by EPA and one state regulator (Ohio) directing DOD to address elevated levels of PFOS and PFOA, and we interviewed officials from the EPA regions (1 and 3) and the state (Ohio) that issued those orders, as well as DOD officials responsible for responding to those orders.\textsuperscript{13} We also reviewed drinking water guidance documents from ASD (EI&E) and the military departments on PFOS,

\textsuperscript{10}We were able to match 440 public water systems that serve DOD installations to EPA’s data and not able to match 296 systems.

\textsuperscript{11}DOD Instruction 4715.06.


\textsuperscript{13}EPA has 10 regions in the United States, each responsible for carrying out EPA programs within several states and territories.
PFOA, and perchlorate\textsuperscript{14} and obtained DOD data as of December 2016
(the most recent data available at the time of our review) on testing and
response activities for those contaminants. We assessed the reliability of
the data by examining the data for obvious errors and inconsistencies;
comparing the data, where applicable, with other information collected;
and interviewing knowledgeable officials. We found the data to be
sufficiently reliable for our purposes of describing DOD-reported actions
and costs for addressing PFOS and PFOA. To obtain additional
information on DOD actions to address emerging contaminants, we
visited at least two installations per military department—seven
installations total—that we selected because DOD was investigating or
responding to unregulated DOD-identified emerging contaminants in
drinking water at those installations.\textsuperscript{15} We provide further details on our
scope and methodology in appendix I.

We conducted this performance audit from June 2016 to October 2017 in
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that
the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and
conclusions based on our audit objectives.

## Background

### DOD Public Water Systems

DOD has two types of public water systems that provide drinking water to
people that live and work on military installations. The first type provides
drinking water that has been treated by DOD. The second type provides
water treated by a private company or a local utility, which we refer to as
“non-DOD-treated” drinking water. Drinking water systems vary by size
and other factors, but they most typically include a supply source,
treatment facility, and distribution system. A water system’s supply source

\textsuperscript{14}These are the only unregulated DOD-identified emerging contaminants for which DOD
has issued such guidance.

\textsuperscript{15}We visited Fort Carson, Colorado, and Fort Jackson, South Carolina (Army); former
Naval Air Station Joint Reserve Base Willow Grove, Pennsylvania, and Naval Auxiliary
Landing Field Fentress, Virginia (Navy); Joint Base Langley-Eustis, Virginia, Peterson Air
Force Base, Colorado, and Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio (Air Force).
may be a reservoir, aquifer, well, or a combination of these sources. The treatment process for surface water generally uses sedimentation, filtration, and other processes to remove impurities and harmful agents, and disinfection processes such as chlorination to eliminate biological contaminants. Distribution systems are comprised of water towers, piping grids, pumps, and other components to deliver treated water from treatment systems to consumers.

Drinking Water Regulations and Administrative Orders

EPA regulates drinking water contaminants under the Safe Drinking Water Act by issuing legally enforceable standards, known as National Primary Drinking Water Regulations, which generally limit the levels of these contaminants in public water systems. EPA has issued such regulations for approximately 90 drinking water contaminants. In accordance with the Safe Drinking Water Act, EPA may authorize a state to have primary enforcement responsibility for drinking water regulations, as long as the state has, among other things, drinking water regulations that are no less stringent than the National Primary Drinking Water Regulations.16

The Safe Drinking Water Act also authorizes EPA to take emergency actions necessary to protect public health when informed that a contaminant is present in or is likely to enter a public water system or an underground source of drinking water that may present an imminent and substantial endangerment.17 For example, EPA may issue administrative orders, which generally include actions to be taken, such asremediating contaminated sources of drinking water or requiring the provision of alternative water supplies. State regulators may also issue orders to public water systems to address contaminated drinking water.

Public water systems, including the DOD public water systems that provide drinking water to about 3 million people living and working on military installations, are required to comply with EPA and state drinking

17EPA may do so if appropriate state and local authorities have not acted to protect human health. 42 U.S.C. § 300i.
water regulations. EPA divides violations of drinking water regulations into two types: (1) health-based violations and (2) other types of violations that include violations of monitoring, reporting, and public notification requirements. Under the Safe Drinking Water Act, EPA also is required to identify unregulated contaminants that present the greatest health concern, establish a program to monitor drinking water for unregulated contaminants, and decide whether or not to regulate at least five such contaminants every 5 years. EPA has not regulated any new contaminants using this process since 1996.

DOD’s environmental compliance policy states that ASD (EI&E) is responsible for providing guidance, oversight, advocacy, and representation for environmental compliance programs—to include overseeing the military departments’ compliance with health-based drinking water regulations at DOD public water systems. The policy directs the military departments to annually report to ASD (EI&E) the total population receiving water from both “regulated” and “other” DOD public water systems—referred to in this report as DOD public water systems that provide DOD- and non-DOD-treated drinking water, respectively—that did and did not attain all Safe Drinking Water Act health-based

---

18 ASD (EI&E) tracks the number of people served by DOD public water systems. ASD (EI&E) does not track the number of DOD public water systems but estimates that there are approximately 450 installations in the United States.

19 These occur when a contaminant level exceeds an EPA or state maximum limit, or when there is a violation of a prescribed treatment technique (which is an enforceable procedure or level of technological performance that public water systems must follow to ensure control of a contaminant).

20 These occur when a system fails to: report monitoring results, notify the public about the occurrence of a monitoring violation, or provide customers with an annual Consumer Confidence Report containing data on the presence and concentrations of regulated contaminants.

21 EPA decisions about whether or not to regulate these contaminants are called regulatory determinations. EPA completed three cycles of regulatory determinations for a total of 24 contaminants in 2003, 2008, and 2016, deciding not to regulate any of the contaminants. In 2011, EPA decided to regulate perchlorate outside of the regular cycle of regulatory determinations.

22 We reported on these EPA activities in Drinking Water: EPA Has Improved Its Unregulated Contaminant Monitoring Program, but Additional Action Is Needed, GAO-14-103 (Washington, D.C.: Jan. 9, 2014).

23 DOD Instruction 4715.06.
The policy also requires the military departments to report information regarding each instance health-based drinking water standards were not attained during the reporting period, to include the name and location of the military installation; the nature of the issue (e.g., the contaminant type); the DOD population affected; the duration of the issue; the corrective actions taken or planned (e.g., flushing the system, resampling the water, or implementing system upgrades); and the estimated date for achieving the standard.

EPA Health Advisories

In addition to issuing drinking water regulations, EPA may also publish drinking water health advisories. In contrast to drinking water regulations, health advisories are nonenforceable. Drinking water health advisories provide technical guidance on health effects, analytical methodologies, and treatment technologies. These advisories recommend the amount of these contaminants that can be present in drinking water—"health advisory levels"—at which adverse health effects are not anticipated to occur over specific exposure durations, to include 1 day, 10 days, several years, or over a lifetime. EPA issues provisional health advisories to provide information in response to an urgent or rapidly developing situation. DOD's list of emerging contaminants includes 11 contaminants, including PFOS, PFOA, and perchlorate, for which EPA has issued a drinking water health advisory. Specifically,

- **PFOS.** PFOS is part of a larger group of fluorinated organic chemicals that have been incorporated into an array of consumer products (i.e., to make some more resistant to stains, grease, and water) and also in firefighting foam used by DOD and civilian airports. According to EPA, the major manufacturer of PFOS in the United States voluntarily agreed to phase out production of the chemical in 2002. According to EPA's health advisory, exposure to PFOS may remain possible due to

---

24 According to DOD officials, the public water system operator that provides non-DOD treated drinking water is responsible for complying with EPA drinking water regulations.

25 The purpose of flushing is to remove the water along with deposits, sediment, and other material that may be in the system’s interior plumbing.

26 Provisional health advisory levels reflect EPA’s determination of reasonable, health-based hazard concentrations above which action should be taken to reduce exposure to unregulated contaminants in drinking water. EPA updates them as additional information becomes available and can be evaluated.
legacy uses, existing and legacy use in imported goods, and the chemical’s “extremely high persistence” in the environment. According to the EPA, exposure to PFOS may result in adverse health effects, such as fetal developmental effects during pregnancy or to breastfed infants, cancer, liver damage, immune effects, thyroid effects, and other effects. 27 See table 1 for details of the EPA provisional health advisory that was issued in 2009 and the lifetime health advisory that was issued in 2016, which superseded the provisional health advisory.

- **PFOA.** PFOA is a fluorinated organic chemical that has been used in generally the same products as PFOS, including firefighting foam used by DOD and civilian airports. According to EPA, PFOA was voluntarily phased out by eight major companies in the manufacturing of their products at the end of 2015. According to the EPA, adverse health effects from exposure to PFOA are similar to those for PFOS. 28 See table 1 for details of the EPA provisional health advisory that was issued in 2009 and the lifetime health advisory that was issued in 2016, which superseded the provisional health advisory.

---

27PFOS does not occur naturally in the environment and in the past PFOS was used mainly as grease, oil, and water resistance on materials such as textiles, carpets, paper, and as a general coating. In addition, it has also been used in firefighting foams. According to EPA, PFOS is extremely persistent in the environment and can be transported long distances in the air. The toxicity and bioaccumulation potential of PFOS indicate a cause of concern for the environment and human health. Companies have stopped production or have begun changing manufacturing practices to reduce releases and the amounts of these chemicals in their products. According to the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, a large number of human studies have examined the possible relationships between levels of PFOS in blood and adverse health effects. It is difficult to interpret these results because they are not consistent; some studies have found an effect and others have not found the same effect.

28PFOA does not occur naturally in the environment and in the past has been used to make coatings and products that resist heat, oil, stains, grease, and water. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, people are most likely exposed to PFOA by drinking contaminated water sources, and possibly by using products that contain PFOA. The toxicity and bioaccumulation potential of PFOA indicate a cause of concern for the environment and human health. According to the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, a large number of human studies have examined possible relationships between levels of PFOA in blood and adverse health effects. It is difficult to interpret these results because they are not consistent; some studies have found an effect and others have not found the same effect.
Table 1: Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Drinking Water Health Advisory Levels for Perfluorooctane Sulfonate (PFOS) and Perfluorooctanoic Acid (PFOA)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EPA provisional health advisory levels (January 2009)</th>
<th>EPA lifetime health advisory levels (May 2016)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PFOS</td>
<td>200 parts per trillion in drinking water for short-term exposure of weeks to months</td>
<td>70 parts per trillion for lifetime exposure (which EPA estimates to be approximately 70 years) Combined PFOS and PFOA level of 70 parts per trillion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFOA</td>
<td>400 parts per trillion in drinking water for short-term exposure of weeks to months</td>
<td>70 parts per trillion for lifetime exposure (which EPA estimates to be approximately 70 years) Combined PFOS and PFOA level of 70 parts per trillion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: EPA. | GAO-18-78

Note: One part per trillion is comparable to one drop in a swimming pool covering the area of a football field 43 feet deep. The January 2009 provisional health advisory levels for PFOS and PFOA were superseded by the May 2016 lifetime health advisory levels. EPA developed the provisional health advisories to reflect an amount of PFOS or PFOA that could cause adverse health effects in the short term (i.e., weeks to months). The provisional health advisories were intended as a guideline while allowing time for EPA to develop lifetime health advisories.

- **Perchlorate.** Perchlorate is commonly used in solid propellants, fireworks, matches, signal flares, and some fertilizers, and has been used by DOD for rocket fuel and ammunition. EPA published an interim health advisory for perchlorate in 2008; the interim health advisory level was set at 15 parts per billion. According to the health advisory, perchlorate can disrupt the functions of the thyroid gland.29

DOD-Identified Emerging Contaminants

In 2009, DOD issued a policy on the identification, assessment, and risk management of emerging contaminants that have the potential to impact DOD.30 According to that policy, chemicals and materials used or planned for use by DOD that meet the definition of an emerging contaminant

29Perchlorate occurs naturally in the southwestern region of the United States and can also be manufactured as colorless, odorless salts that are highly soluble in water. The most manufactured perchlorate salt is ammonium perchlorate and the most common uses of it are in rocket propellant, military motors, grenades, and solid rocket fuel. Perchlorate also has a range of commercial uses in fireworks, matches, automobile batteries and air bags, and fertilizers. Exposure to perchlorate can come from ingested food and contaminated drinking water, and can impact normal growth and the development of the central nervous system in fetuses and infants through the reduction of thyroid hormone production or hypothyroidism.

30 DOD Instruction 4715.18.
Letter

should be identified as early as possible. The policy further states that DOD is to assess and, when appropriate, take action to reduce risks posed by its emerging contaminants to people; the environment; and DOD missions, programs, and resources. Where necessary, DOD is to perform sampling, conduct site-specific risk assessments, and take response actions for emerging contaminants released from DOD facilities, in accordance with relevant statutes.

According to the DOD policy on emerging contaminants, ASD (EI&E) is to develop and maintain a list of emerging contaminants with potential or probable high risk to the department’s personnel and functions. As of April 2017, DOD’s list of emerging contaminants comprised 49 chemicals or substances. According to our analysis of EPA documents, DOD’s list includes 21 contaminants that can be found in drinking water. Of these 21 contaminants, 10 contaminants have been regulated by EPA under the Safe Drinking Water Act, and 11 contaminants are currently unregulated but have an EPA-issued drinking water health advisory. The other 28 DOD-identified emerging contaminants do not have EPA drinking water regulations or health advisories. Appendix II provides more information on the drinking water regulatory status of DOD-identified emerging contaminants.

DOD Has Not Internally Reported All Data on Compliance with Drinking Water Regulations or Used Available Data to Evaluate Differences between Its Drinking Water Systems

For the years we reviewed—fiscal years 2013 through 2015—the military departments annually reported information internally to ASD (EI&E) on compliance with EPA and state health-based drinking water regulations, which indicate that drinking water quality at DOD public water systems was similar to other systems in the United States. However, not all violations of health-based regulations were reported to ASD (EI&E) during this time frame, as is required by DOD policy. The military departments reported that a total of 77 military installations had at least one violation at some point from fiscal year 2013 through fiscal year 2015, but we found that at least 16 additional installations had violations that were reported to EPA but were not internally reported to ASD (EI&E). DOD also has not used available compliance data to identify why DOD public water systems that provide DOD-treated drinking water appear to have more violations
of health-based regulations than DOD systems that provide non-DOD-treated drinking water.
Military Departments Have Internally Reported Data on Compliance with Health-Based Drinking Water Regulations, but Have Not Reported All Violations

For the years we reviewed—fiscal years 2013 through 2015—the military departments annually reported information to ASD (EI&E) on compliance with and violations of EPA and state health-based drinking water regulations at the DOD public water systems that provide drinking water to military installations. The military departments’ data for fiscal years 2013 through 2015 indicate that about 92 percent of people who received drinking water from DOD public water systems were served by a system that complied with EPA and state health-based regulations. This is similar to the percentage of people in the United States—also about 92 percent, according to EPA—who received drinking water during that time frame from a community public water system with no health-based violations.\(^{31}\)

The data for that time period also indicate that about 8 percent of people were provided drinking water from a DOD public water system that had at least one violation of a health-based regulation. Health-based violations can be for any length of time during a fiscal year—for example, a violation lasting 1 day is counted the same as a violation lasting for 1 month.\(^{32}\)

Across the 3 fiscal years, the military departments reported that a total of 77 military installations had at least one violation at some point during that time period: 35 in fiscal year 2013, 25 in fiscal year 2014, and 17 in fiscal year 2015. The most common types of contaminants for which the military departments reported violations were coliform\(^{33}\) and two disinfection

---

\(^{31}\)Community water systems are public water systems that provide drinking water to the same population year-round. According to the EPA, community water systems provided drinking water to more than 300 million people in the United States in fiscal year 2015—about 94 percent of the total population. The military departments are to report violations for all types of public water systems, which would include community water systems.

\(^{32}\)The EPA uses this same approach when calculating the number of people who receive drinking water from a community water system with no violations of health-based regulations.

\(^{33}\)Total coliforms are a group of related bacteria that are (with few exceptions) not harmful to humans. A variety of bacteria, parasites, and viruses, known as pathogens, can potentially cause health problems if humans ingest them. EPA considers total coliforms a useful indicator of other pathogens for drinking water and they are used to determine the adequacy of water treatment and the integrity of the distribution system.
byproducts—trihalomethanes and haloacetic acids\textsuperscript{34}—which, according to EPA, are among the most common types of contaminants for which health-based drinking water violations occur across the United States.

However, we found that the military departments have not always reported all violations to ASD (EI&E), as required by DOD policy.\textsuperscript{35} Based on our review of data in EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Information System for fiscal years 2013 through 2015, we found that the military departments did not report violations to ASD (EI&E) for at least 16 installations—9 Air Force installations, 5 Navy installations, and 2 Army installations.\textsuperscript{36} According to EPA’s database, the total population served by DOD public water systems at these installations is approximately 180,000 people, and most of the violations that went unreported involved coliform and disinfection byproduct contaminants. However, the actual population number affected by these violations and the contaminants involved—along with other information such as the duration of the contamination and the corrective actions planned or taken—were not included in the military departments’ annual reports to ASD (EI&E). These violations were recorded in EPA’s system, which indicates that the installations reported the violations to the appropriate state regulatory agencies, who then reported them to EPA’s database. However, the violations were not reported to ASD (EI&E), as required by DOD policy.

According to military department officials, violations of health-based drinking water regulations went unreported to ASD (EI&E) due to a lack of clarity in DOD’s reporting requirements and misunderstandings of the

\textsuperscript{34}Disinfection is usually a chemical process used in water systems where chemicals are added to inactivate (or kill) pathogens found in the source water. Disinfection through inactivation usually involves the use of disinfectants such as chlorine or other chemicals, and a combination of chlorine and ammonia that may render many of these pathogens harmless. Disinfection byproducts are formed when disinfectants used in a water treatment react with bromide and/or natural organic matter (e.g., decaying vegetation) that is present in the source water. In addition, different disinfectants produce different types or amounts of disinfection byproducts.

\textsuperscript{35}DOD Instruction 4715.06.

\textsuperscript{36}It is possible that additional installations did not report violations of health-based drinking water regulations to ASD (EI&E). We found that some public water system identification numbers for DOD installations could not be matched with EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Information System and, therefore, were not included in our analysis. Additionally, as we previously found in 2011, EPA’s system may not contain all public water violations as states have under-reported violations in the past. We found the data sufficiently reliable to indicate a minimum number of installation violations that were not reported to ASD (EI&E). See GAO-11-381 for additional information.
requirements on the part of installations and the military departments. We found that violations were either not reported by the military installations where the violations occurred or that they were not reported by the installations’ chains of command.\textsuperscript{37} Navy officials cited turnover of installation personnel as the reason some violations went unreported, as well as misinterpretations by installation personnel of DOD’s reporting requirements. Air Force officials also told us that most of their unreported violations were not reported to ASD (EI&E) because the Air Force did not interpret them as health-based violations, although DOD policy requires these types of violations to be reported.\textsuperscript{38} Army officials told us that, based on their interpretation of DOD’s policy, the policy did not require them to report violations at installations where formal, written notification was not received from the state regulatory agency. However, ASD (EI&E) officials stated that all violations of health-based regulations should be reported, whether or not the state provides formal, written notification of the violation. Navy officials also told us that they have not reported violations at some of the Navy’s smaller systems that purchase drinking water from non-DOD public water systems, due in part to misinterpretation of DOD’s internal reporting requirements. However, Navy officials told us that ASD (EI&E) had instructed them to begin reporting these types of violations in fiscal year 2016, and the Navy is working with ASD (EI&E) and the other military departments to determine whether these types of systems should regularly report health-based violations.

Currently, ASD (EI&E) does not have complete data in accordance with DOD’s policy, limiting its ability to conduct oversight and analyze how many people at military installations receive drinking water with health-based violations, what contaminants were involved, the duration of the contamination, or what corrective actions the military departments have planned or taken to address the violation. \textit{Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government} states that quality information is needed to

\textsuperscript{37}Each year, personnel at military installations are instructed by the military departments to report any violations of health-based regulations through the installations’ chain of command to the military departments’ respective headquarters, and the military departments’ headquarters are to report those violations to ASD (EI&E).

\textsuperscript{38}According to Air Force officials, the Air Force based its decision on EPA’s Revised Total Coliform Rule, which was issued in February 2013, and made changes to the EPA’s existing Total Coliform Rule’s maximum contaminant levels for coliform. However, the compliance date for the new rule requirements was April 1, 2016, and Air Force officials acknowledged that the coliform violations we identified occurred before the new rule went into effect and should have been reported to ASD (EI&E).
achieve an organization’s objectives. Those standards also indicate that actions such as improved communication to and additional training for personnel are helpful for an organization to meet its objectives.\(^{39}\)

According to DOD officials, a committee comprised of ASD (EI&E) and military department officials began a review in 2016 of DOD’s internal reporting requirements for drinking water compliance data. While such a committee could be in a position to make recommendations on clarifying the annual reporting requirements, no documentation on the committee’s efforts was yet available at the time of our review as the committee’s work was still in progress. In addition, at present, there are no firm dates for when its work will be completed or when any potential changes would be implemented. Absent actions by ASD (EI&E) to identify and implement any necessary changes to clarify annual reporting requirements in its environmental compliance policy, and absent actions by the military departments to increase understanding at their installations and commands about the requirements, adherence to DOD’s environmental compliance policy will remain limited and DOD will lack complete data to conduct oversight of regulatory compliance at its public water systems.

DOD Has Not Used Available Data to Assess Why DOD-Treated Water Appears to Have More Health-Based Violations Than Non-DOD-Treated Drinking Water

DOD has not used available data to assess why DOD public water systems providing DOD-treated drinking water appear to have more violations of health-based drinking water regulations than systems providing non-DOD-treated drinking water. Although we found that not all violations were reported by the military departments to ASD (EI&E), the data that were reported during fiscal years 2013 through 2015 indicated that about 99 percent of the people who received non-DOD-treated drinking water were served by systems with no violations, while about 89 percent of the people who received DOD-treated drinking water were served by systems with no violations.\(^{40}\)

When we asked ASD (EI&E) and military department officials why these differences may exist, they were unable to provide an explanation.

\(^{39}\)GAO-14-704G .

\(^{40}\)According to EPA data for this time period, about 92 percent of people who received drinking water from community water systems across the United States were served by systems with no violations.
because they had not used the reported water quality data to identify the reasons why DOD public water systems providing DOD-treated water appear to have more violations than systems providing non-DOD-treated water. Although some officials offered ideas on the reasons for differences in compliance—including the relative expertise of utilities and private companies, versus DOD, in providing drinking water—DOD officials acknowledged that the agency has not evaluated the data to identify specific reasons for why the differences may exist. All public water systems, including DOD public water systems, are required to comply with applicable EPA and state drinking water regulations. According to Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government, management should establish and operate activities to monitor the internal control system and evaluate the results. Such monitoring should assess the quality of performance over time and promptly resolve any findings. Without reviewing the data reported by the military departments to identify why there appear to be differences in violations between DOD’s two types of public water systems and without identifying and implementing any actions to address any differences, ASD (EI&E) and the military departments may not be able to improve overall compliance with health-based drinking water regulations.

DOD Has Initiated Actions to Address Concerns with Its Firefighting Foam as Well as Elevated Levels of PFOS, PFOA, and Perchlorate in Drinking Water

DOD is taking steps to address health and environmental concerns with its use of firefighting foam that contains PFCs—including PFOS and PFOA—to include restricting the use of foam at its installations and funding research into the development of a PFC-free foam that can meet DOD performance requirements. DOD also has responded to EPA and state orders and initiated additional actions to address elevated levels of PFOS, PFOA, and perchlorate.

41GAO-14-704G.
DOD Is Taking Steps to Address Health and Environmental Concerns with Firefighting Foam That Contains PFCs

DOD is taking steps to address PFOS- and PFOA-related health and environmental concerns with its use of firefighting foam that contains PFCs. Firefighting foam is used by DOD to put fires out quickly while also ensuring that they do not reignite. This is critical if, for example, there is a fire from a fighter jet on the deck of an aircraft carrier. DOD has outlined performance requirements in its military specification for firefighting foam, which was authored by the Navy’s Naval Sea Systems Command but is approved for use in all of DOD. For example, the military specification states how long it should take for firefighting foam to extinguish a fire—based on the size of the fire and the amount of foam used—and how long the foam should prevent the extinguished fire from reigniting. DOD’s military specification also requires that firefighting foam purchased and used by the department must contain PFCs.

DOD’s steps to address concerns with the use of firefighting foam include restricting the use of existing foams that contain PFCs; testing its current foams to identify the amount of PFCs they contain; and funding research into the future development of PFC-free foam that can meet DOD’s performance and compatibility requirements (see table 2). Some of these steps, such as limiting the use of firefighting foam containing PFCs, are in

---

42 Firefighting foam used by DOD contains other types of PFCs in addition to PFOS and PFOA. Other types of PFCs include perfluorohexane sulfonic acid, perfluorohexanoic acid, and perfluorobutane sulfonic acid. To date, EPA has only issued health advisories for PFOS and PFOA.

43 DOD, Mil-F-24385F, Fire Extinguishing Agent, Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF) Liquid Concentrate, for Fresh and Seawater (Aug. 5, 1994). According to DOD, a specification is a document prepared to support acquisition that describes the essential technical requirements for purchased material and the criteria for determining whether those requirements are met.

44 The Federal Aviation Administration also requires that airport operators purchase firefighting foam that meets DOD’s military specification.

45 Other requirements in the military specification include that firefighting foam, which is partially comprised of water, should be able to extinguish fires using both fresh and seawater, and that firefighting foam approved for use by DOD from one manufacturer must be compatible with firefighting foam from another manufacturer.

46 The military specification states that firefighting foam concentrates shall consist of “fluorocarbon surfactants,” which the Navy interprets as synonymous with PFCs.
place. Others, such as determining the specific amount of PFCs in existing firefighting foams or researching potential PFC-free firefighting foams, are in progress with targets, in some cases, but no firm completion dates.

Table 2: Department of Defense (DOD) Steps to Address Concerns about Perfluorooctane Sulfonate (PFOS) and Perfluorooctanoic Acid (PFOA) in Firefighting Foam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Actions/status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Restrictions on use of firefighting foam</td>
<td>Following the May 2016 issuance of the Environmental Protection Agency’s lifetime health advisory for PFOS and PFOA, the military departments issued policies restricting the use of firefighting foam at their installations.</td>
<td>Actions called for in military department policies: Air Force: Stop routine testing of firefighting equipment unless the released foam can be contained and managed. Treat all releases of firefighting foam with PFOS or PFOA as hazardous material releases. Navy: Stop the uncontrolled release of firefighting foam except in emergency situations. Ensure that any foam that is discharged in a nonemergency situation is contained, captured, and properly disposed of. Army: Prohibit all nonemergency discharges of firefighting foam, to include training and equipment testing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing firefighting foam with PFCs</td>
<td>DOD’s intent is to eventually replace the existing firefighting foam that contains PFOS and PFOA.</td>
<td>According to DOD, firefighting foams approved for purchase and use by DOD since at least December 2015 does not contain PFOS, but these firefighting foams contain other types of PFCs and may contain PFOA. The Naval Research Laboratory is testing the different types of firefighting foam that are currently approved for purchase and use by DOD to determine the extent to which they contain PFOA and other types of PFCs. Testing is expected to continue until late 2017 or 2018. Navy and Army officials said that they plan to wait for final testing results before deciding whether to select a specific firefighting foam to replace the foam used at their installations. The Air Force, however, has already selected a specific foam for use at its installations. This foam contains PFCs (per DOD’s military specification) but, according to the Air Force, does not contain PFOS and contains little or no PFOA. Officials said that all Air Force installations in the continental United States had received this new foam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding firefighting foam research</td>
<td>DOD is funding research into the development of PFC-free firefighting foam because DOD believes that such a foam would significantly reduce the environmental impact of fire suppression training and operations, while maintaining the safety of personnel from fire hazards.</td>
<td>In October 2015, DOD’s Strategic Environmental Research and Development Program issued a statement of need calling for proposals to develop a PFC-free firefighting foam that can meet DOD’s performance requirements and be compatible with existing foams and equipment. In fiscal year 2017, DOD selected for funding three research projects that responded to the statement of need—one led by the Naval Air Systems Command, one led by the Naval Research Laboratory, and one led by a private firefighting foam manufacturer—with an estimated total cost of $2.5 million and an estimated completion date of 2020.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of DOD data. | GAO-18-78

bOffice of the Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Energy, Installations, and Environment Memorandum, Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF) Control, Removal, and Disposal (June 17, 2016).
cAssistant Chief of Staff of the Army for Installation Management Memorandum, Limiting Use of Aqueous Film Forming Foam (June 29, 2016).
Navy officials told us they are testing the firefighting foam products that are currently included on DOD’s qualified product list, which is the list of firefighting foams that have been approved for purchase and use by DOD.

Navy officials stated that they are planning to revise the military specification after they have completed their testing—to be completed in late 2017 or 2018—on the amounts of PFOS, PFOA, and other PFCs found in the firefighting foam currently used by DOD. That revision, according to Navy officials, is intended to set limits for the amount of PFCs that are allowed in firefighting foam. According to DOD, at present there is no PFC-free firefighting foam that meets DOD’s performance and compatibility requirements. As a result, the Navy has no plans to remove the requirement for firefighting foam to contain PFCs at this time.

However, if a PFC-free foam is developed in the future that can meet DOD performance and compatibility requirements, Navy officials said that any necessary revisions to the military specification would be made at that time—a process that could take months to complete.

DOD Has Responded to Orders from EPA and a State Regulator and Has Initiated Additional Actions to Address Elevated Levels of PFOS and PFOA in Drinking Water at or near Military Installations

DOD has taken steps to respond to four administrative orders directing the department to address PFOS and PFOA levels that exceeded EPA’s health advisory levels for drinking water. One order was issued by the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio, and three orders were issued by the EPA directed at: the former Pease Air Force Base in New Hampshire; Horsham Air Guard Station in Pennsylvania; and the former Naval Air Warfare Center Warminster in Pennsylvania. Under Section 1431 of the Safe Drinking Water Act, EPA may issue orders necessary to protect human health where a contaminant in a public water system presents an imminent and substantial endangerment. EPA may do so if appropriate state and local authorities have not acted to protect human health. These orders may require, among other things, carrying out cleanup studies, providing alternate water supplies, notifying the public of the emergency, and

---

47 A “provisional” EPA health advisory for PFOS and PFOA was issued in January 2009 and was in effect until EPA issued a “lifetime” health advisory for PFOS and PFOA in May 2016. EPA defines a “lifetime” health advisory level as the exposure to a contaminant that can occur over a lifetime without adverse health effects.
halting disposal of the contaminants threatening human health. The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency has similar authority.

According to information provided by officials from the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, EPA, and DOD, DOD has taken steps to respond to the administrative orders. Table 3 provides further details on each order and examples of actions by DOD to address the orders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Installation</th>
<th>Order date and issuing agency</th>
<th>Background on drinking water contamination with PFOS and PFOA</th>
<th>Examples of actions by DOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio</td>
<td>May 2016, Ohio’s state Environmental Protection Agency</td>
<td>Levels of PFOS and PFOA that exceeded the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) lifetime health advisory levels were found at two wells on the installation in 2016.</td>
<td>The Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• conducted additional sampling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• closed specific drinking water wells and installed new monitoring wells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• provided bottled water to vulnerable populations at the installation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former Pease Air Force Base, New Hampshire</td>
<td>July 2015, EPA</td>
<td>Levels of PFOS that exceeded EPA’s provisional health advisory level were found at a public water supply well—there are now a commercial office park and two daycares at the former DOD installation.</td>
<td>The Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• is designing and constructing a treatment system for contaminated drinking water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• developed a plan to investigate locations on the installation that may have contamination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• shut down a contaminated drinking water well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horsham Air Guard Station, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>May 2015, EPA</td>
<td>Levels of PFOS and PFOA above EPA’s provisional health advisory levels were found in wells both on and off the installation from 2012 through 2015. The public water system on the installation serves approximately 440 Air Guard employees.</td>
<td>The Air National Guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• posted notices to not drink installation water and provided alternative drinking water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• conducted sampling of private drinking water wells near the installation and provided alternative drinking water when necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• funded water treatment system for off-base public wells with elevated levels of PFOS and PFOA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Installation | Order date and issuing agency | Background on drinking water contamination with PFOS and PFOA<sup>a</sup> | Examples of actions by DOD |
--- | --- | --- | --- |
Former Naval Air Warfare Center Warminster, Pennsylvania<sup>b</sup> | July 2014, EPA | Levels of PFOS above EPA’s provisional health advisory were found in drinking water wells in 2014. In addition, groundwater monitoring and extraction wells had elevated levels of PFOS and PFOA. | The Navy |

- funded a water treatment system on public wells contaminated with PFOS and PFOA |
- developed a plan to investigate for PFOS and PFOA at the installation |
- sampled private wells near the installation and provided alternative drinking water when necessary |

---

<sup>a</sup>This information is based on the allegations, findings of fact, and conclusions of law contained in the relevant administrative orders.

<sup>b</sup>Pease Air Force Base was closed in 1991 under the Base Closure and Realignment Act process. The EPA administrative order directed DOD to address PFOS contamination at this former installation.

<sup>c</sup>Naval Air Warfare Center Warminster was closed in 1996 under the Base Closure and Realignment Act process. The EPA administrative order directed DOD to address PFOS contamination at this former installation.

In addition to actions specific to these four installations, DOD has initiated other actions to test for, investigate, and mitigate elevated levels of PFOS and PFOA at or near installations across the military departments. Following the release of EPA’s lifetime health advisory for PFOS and PFOA in May 2016, each of the military departments issued guidance directing installations to, among other things, test for PFOS and PFOA in their drinking water<sup>48</sup> and take steps to address drinking water that contained amounts of PFOS and PFOA above the EPA’s lifetime health advisory level. The military departments also directed their installations to identify locations with a known or suspected prior release of PFOS and PFOA and to address any releases that pose a risk to human health—which can include people living outside DOD installations.

As a result of these efforts, DOD has initiated actions to address PFOS and PFOA in drinking water both on military installations and outside military installations. As of March 2017, DOD data indicated that the department was taking steps to address levels of PFOS and PFOA above the EPA’s lifetime health advisory level in drinking water on 11 military

---

<sup>48</sup>According to DOD, the Army expects to complete its drinking water testing by the end of fiscal year 2017, while the Air Force and the Navy had completed their testing.
installations in the United States, 2 of which we visited during the course of this review (see fig. 1).\(^4^9\)

Figure 1: Locations Where DOD Has Initiated Actions to Address Elevated Levels of PFOS and PFOA in Drinking Water on Military Installations, as of March 2017

\(^4^9\)DOD testing also found that four overseas installations had PFOS and PFOA in their drinking water above the EPA’s lifetime health advisory levels. DOD efforts to test for and respond to PFOS and PFOA at overseas installations were outside the scope of our review.
Note: Actions to address elevated levels of PFOS and PFOA in drinking water on these DOD installations include shutting down drinking water wells, providing alternative drinking water, and installing treatment systems.

According to DOD data, these installations took various corrective actions to mitigate the presence of PFOS and PFOA in the drinking water, including shutting down drinking water wells, providing alternative drinking water, and installing treatment systems. For example, at Eielson Air Force Base in Alaska, the Air Force reported shutting down three of the installation’s six drinking water wells and installing a treatment system to remove PFOS and PFOA from the drinking water. At Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton in California, the Navy reported that a well contaminated with PFOS and PFOA was taken out of service and that the affected reservoir was drained and replaced with water from another source; follow-on testing showed that the presence of PFOS and PFOA were returned to below the EPA’s lifetime health advisory level. At Fort Leavenworth in Kansas, the Army reported that the private company that operates the installation’s drinking water system had shut down two wells contaminated with PFOS and PFOA and plans to install a treatment system before returning those wells to service.

Additionally, according to DOD data as of December 2016 the military departments had identified 391 active and closed installations50 with known or suspected releases of PFOS and PFOA, and had reported spending almost $200 million on environmental investigations and mitigation actions at or near 263 (or about 67 percent) of those installations.

50According to the DOD data, 204 of the 263 installations where environmental investigations and mitigation actions have occurred are active installations, and 59 have been closed under the Base Realignment and Closure process. According to ASD (EI&E) officials, the Defense Logistics Agency identified 2 additional installations with a known or suspected release of PFOS and PFOA.
In particular, DOD had initiated mitigation actions, which include installing treatment systems or supplying bottled water, to address PFOS and PFOA in drinking water for people living outside 19 installations—5 of which we visited during the course of this review (see fig. 2).

Section 211 of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 established DOD’s Defense Environmental Restoration Program, providing legal authority and responsibility to DOD for cleanup activities at DOD installations and properties, including at former defense sites. DOD generally uses the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability cleanup process, which includes the following phases and activities, among others: preliminary assessment, site investigation, remedial investigation and feasibility study, remedial design and remedial action, and long-term monitoring. Section 120(h) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, the act authorizing the Superfund program, contains provisions that establish requirements for the transfer or lease of federally owned property based on storage, disposal, or known release of hazardous substances. All contracts for transfer or lease must include notice of this storage, disposal, or release. Except as noted below, section 120(h)(3) requires that transfers of federal real property by deed must also include: (a) a covenant by the United States that all remedial action necessary to protect human health and the environment has been taken prior to transfer, (b) a covenant by the United States to undertake any further remedial action found to be necessary after transfer, and (c) a clause granting access to the transferred property in case remedial action or corrective action is found to be necessary after transfer.
Figure 2: Locations Where DOD Has Initiated Actions to Address PFOS and PFOA in Drinking Water Outside Military Installations, as of December 2016

The following cost data provided by DOD were current as of December 2016, and are supplemented by additional information we obtained during our installation visits.

- The Air Force identified 203 installations with known or suspected releases of PFOS and PFOA, spent about $120 million on environmental investigations at those installations, and spent about $33 million on mitigation actions at or near 14 of the 203 installations.
For example, the Air Force reported spending over $5 million on environmental investigations and mitigation actions at Peterson Air Force Base in Colorado. During our visit to that installation, officials showed us the sites they are investigating—to include the current (see fig. 3 below) and former fire training areas—to determine the extent to which their prior use of firefighting foam may have contributed to the discovery of PFOS and PFOA in the drinking water of three nearby communities. Additionally, the Air Force has awarded a contract for, among other things, installing treatment systems in those communities. In another example, the Air Force reported spending about $800,000 on environmental investigations at Joint Base Langley-Eustis in Virginia, but nothing yet on mitigation actions. During our visit to this installation, officials told us that they had not taken any mitigation actions because they do not use the installation’s groundwater as a drinking water source; the utility that serves the installation, as well as the nearby city of Newport News, obtains its drinking water primarily from a surface water source, which officials said was approximately 20 miles from the installation.

Figure 3: Current Fire Training Area at Peterson Air Force Base, Colorado

52Peterson Air Force Base is collocated with the Colorado Springs Airport. According to installation officials, the installation has provided firefighting support to the airport for more than 25 years.
Note: The current fire training area at Peterson Air Force Base includes a mock aircraft positioned within a lined burn pit. According to the Air Force, firefighting foam was previously used at this fire training area, but current training activities use water to extinguish fire. The Air Force is also investigating former fire training areas at Peterson Air Force Base where firefighting foam was likely used.

- The Navy identified 127 installations with known or suspected releases of PFOS and PFOA, spent about $20.5 million on environmental investigations at 47 of those installations, and spent about $24 million on mitigation actions at or near 5 of those installations. For example, the Navy reported spending about $15 million on environmental investigations and mitigation actions at the former Naval Air Station Joint Reserve Base Willow Grove in Pennsylvania. During our visit to this installation, officials told us that the Navy is investigating the extent to which PFOS and PFOA on the installation may have contaminated a nearby town’s drinking water. The Navy has agreed to fund installation of treatment systems and connections of private well owners to the town’s drinking water system, among other things. In another example, the Navy reported spending nearly $3 million on environmental investigations and mitigation actions at Naval Auxiliary Landing Field Fentress in Virginia. During our visit to this installation, officials told us that the Navy is providing bottled water to the approximately 20 to 30 personnel who work there and plans to install a treatment system to treat PFOS and PFOA.

- The Army identified 61 installations with known or suspected releases of PFOS and PFOA, spent about $1.6 million on environmental investigations at 13 of those installations, and has not yet begun any mitigation actions at or near the identified installations. For example, the Army reported spending about $26,000 on environmental investigations at Fort Carson in Colorado, but nothing yet on mitigation actions. During our visit to this installation, officials told us that they had found PFOS and PFOA in groundwater near their previous fire training area but that the installation does not use that groundwater as a drinking water source, and state officials told us that it is unlikely that PFOS and PFOA from Fort Carson had affected any nearby drinking water sources.

According to DOD, it may take several years for the department to determine how much it will cost to cleanup PFOS and PFOA contamination at or near its military installations. In January 2017, we reported that DOD had not notified Congress that the costs for

---

53Naval Air Station Joint Reserve Base Willow Grove was closed under the 2005 Base Realignment and Closure round.
environmental cleanup at closed installations will significantly increase due to the high cost of remediating emerging contaminants—including PFOS and PFOA.\textsuperscript{54} We also reported that DOD officials had not determined the total costs for cleaning up emerging contaminants at closed installations. We recommended that DOD include in future annual reports to Congress best estimates of the environmental cleanup costs for emerging contaminants as additional information becomes available, and DOD concurred with the recommendation and stated its commitment to do so.

**DOD Previously Directed Installations to Test for Perchlorate in Drinking Water**

DOD previously directed installations to test for perchlorate in drinking water. Following the EPA’s issuance of an interim drinking water health advisory for perchlorate in 2008, DOD issued policy in April 2009—which superseded similar policy that was issued in January 2006—directing DOD-owned drinking water systems that were testing for inorganic substances to also test for perchlorate. Installations that found perchlorate in their drinking water were to consult with their leadership on appropriate actions to take and to continue testing on a quarterly basis until they determined that perchlorate levels were likely to remain below EPA’s health advisory level, or any applicable federal or state regulation. Citing congressional and regulatory agency concerns related to perchlorate, DOD developed a database for storing the results of perchlorate testing. According to ASD (EI&E), the database was last updated in 2009 and is no longer being used by the department.

ASD (EI&E) officials stated that they are no longer regularly testing drinking water for perchlorate unless there is a state requirement to do so; previous testing indicated that DOD was not a primary source of perchlorate in drinking water and that known releases of perchlorate did not currently pose a threat to drinking water. According to EPA, the agency expects to issue a final drinking water regulation for perchlorate

by the end of 2019. ASD (EI&E) officials told us that, once EPA has issued a final regulation, DOD is committed to complying with it.55

Conclusions

During the period we reviewed, DOD data indicate that DOD public water systems complied with EPA and state health-based drinking water regulations at a level comparable with other systems in the United States. However, we found that the military departments did not report all violations of these regulations to ASD (EI&E) during that period, which illustrates that DOD’s internal reporting requirements for drinking water data are either not clear in DOD regulations or are not clearly understood by those implementing them. Unless ASD (EI&E) and the military departments act to make any necessary clarifications to and increase understanding of DOD’s annual reporting requirements, ASD (EI&E) may not have complete data to effectively oversee the military departments’ compliance with drinking water regulations. Further, the data indicated that systems providing DOD-treated drinking water had more reported health-based violations than DOD systems providing non-DOD-treated drinking water. However, DOD has not used these data to identify the reasons that these differences may exist. Without using available data to identify why differences in violations appear to exist between DOD’s two types of public water systems, DOD will likely be hampered in its ability to identify what actions, if any, could be taken to address any differences and improve overall compliance with health-based drinking water regulations.

Recommendations for Executive Action

We are making a total of five recommendations to DOD.

55We have previously reported on DOD actions to address perchlorate. In GAO, Perchlorate: Occurrence Is Widespread but at Varying Levels; Federal Agencies Have Taken Some Actions to Respond to and Lessen Releases, GAO-10-769 (Washington, D.C.; Aug. 12, 2010), we reported that DOD had sampled for perchlorate at DOD installations that had a potential or suspected release from fiscal years 1997 through 2009. In those cases where perchlorate concentrations were found in drinking water sources—such as groundwater or surface water—above DOD’s screening threshold, DOD was to initiate further testing of the site. We also reported in that 2010 report that DOD had provided funding for research and development of perchlorate treatment technologies.
The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Energy, Installations, and Environment, in consultation with the Secretaries of the military departments, should identify and implement any necessary changes to DOD’s environmental compliance policy to clarify DOD’s reporting requirements for violations of health-based drinking water regulations. (Recommendation 1)

The Secretary of the Army should identify and implement actions to increase understanding at Army installations and commands about DOD’s reporting requirements for violations of health-based drinking water regulations. These actions may include improved communication to or additional training for personnel. (Recommendation 2)

The Secretary of the Navy should identify and implement actions to increase understanding at Navy installations and commands about DOD’s reporting requirements for violations of health-based drinking water regulations. These actions may include improved communication to or additional training for personnel. (Recommendation 3)

The Secretary of the Air Force should identify and implement actions to increase understanding at Air Force installations and commands about DOD’s reporting requirements for violations of health-based drinking water regulations. These actions may include improved communication to or additional training for personnel. (Recommendation 4)

The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Energy, Installations, and Environment, in consultation with the Secretaries of the military departments, should (a) review reported compliance data to identify the reasons for any differences in the number of violations of health-based drinking water regulations between DOD’s two types of public water systems and (b) identify and implement any actions needed to address the causes of any differences in the number of violations between DOD’s two types of public water systems. (Recommendation 5)

Agency Comments and Our Evaluation

We provided a draft of this report to DOD and EPA for review and comment. In its written comments, reproduced in appendix III, DOD concurred with our recommendations. DOD and EPA also provided technical comments, which we incorporated as appropriate. Based on technical comments from DOD, we revised the title of the report to more
clearly specify the actions DOD should take to address the findings in our report.

We are sending copies of this report to the appropriate congressional committees; the Secretary of Defense; the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Energy, Installations, and Environment; the Secretaries of the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force; and the Administrator of EPA. In addition, the report is available at no charge on the GAO website at http://www.gao.gov.

If you or your staff have any questions about this report, please contact us at J. Alfredo Gómez, (202) 512-3841 or gomezj@gao.gov, or Brian J. Lepore, (202) 512-4523 or leporeb@gao.gov. Contact points for our Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found on the last page of this report. GAO staff who made key contributions to this report are listed in appendix IV.
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Appendix I: Objectives, Scope, and Methodology

Senate Report 114-255 accompanying a bill for the national defense authorization for fiscal year 2017 included a provision for us to review the Department of Defense’s (DOD) efforts to manage contaminants in drinking water. This report examines the extent to which DOD has (1) internally reported data on compliance with health-based drinking water regulations at military installations and used those data to assess compliance at its two types of public water systems and (2) taken actions to address concerns with its firefighting foam containing perfluorinated chemicals (PFCs) and to address elevated levels of perfluorooctanesulfonic acid (PFOS), perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA), and perchlorate in drinking water at or near military installations.

For objective one, we reviewed DOD’s policy on environmental compliance in the United States, which directs the military departments to annually report data to the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Energy, Installations, and Environment (ASD (EI&E)) on compliance with and violations of Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and state health-based drinking water regulations at military installations. We analyzed data reported by the military departments to ASD (EI&E) on compliance with and violations of health-based drinking water regulations at DOD public water systems located at military installations in the United States for fiscal years 2013 through 2015, the most recent data available at the time of our review. We analyzed the data to identify (1) the number of people served by DOD public water systems that complied with applicable EPA and state health-based drinking water regulations during the fiscal year and (2) the number of people served by DOD public water systems that violated at least one of these regulations sometime during the fiscal year. We performed this analysis for both types of DOD public water systems—those that provide DOD-treated drinking water, and those that provide non-DOD-treated drinking water. We also used the data to identify the military installations where the reported violations occurred; the nature of the violation (including the contaminant involved); and the number of people affected. Next, we collected data from EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Information System for all public water systems in

1DOD Instruction 4715.06, Environmental Compliance in the United States (May 4, 2015).
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We used DOD-provided public water system identification numbers to identify in the EPA system any violations for health-based drinking water regulations at those DOD systems for fiscal years 2013 through 2015. We then compared the violations found in EPA’s data to the data reported by the military departments to ASD (EI&E) to determine the extent to which the military departments were reporting all violations of health-based drinking water regulations to ASD (EI&E).

We also analyzed DOD’s data to identify any differences in violations between DOD- and non-DOD-treated drinking water. We evaluated the military departments’ reported data and DOD’s use of these data to determine compliance with DOD’s reporting requirements in the department’s environmental compliance instruction and Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government. According to these standards, quality information is needed to achieve an organization’s objectives, management is to monitor performance over time and promptly resolve any findings, and actions such as improved communication to and additional training for personnel are helpful for an organization to meet its objectives.

We also discussed our analysis with ASD (EI&E) and military department officials, and discussed possible reasons for why any violations went unreported to ASD (EI&E) and why there may be differences in violations between DOD- and non-DOD-treated drinking water. We assessed the reliability of the DOD and EPA data on violations of health-based drinking water regulations by reviewing relevant documentation, testing the data for obvious errors, and interviewing knowledgeable officials. As we have previously found, EPA’s data system may not contain all public water violations as states have

---

2 States collect and manage relevant data (including violations and enforcement information) in either a database provided by EPA—known as the Safe Drinking Water Information System/State—or in a data system of their own design. The states also periodically transfer from their database information on violations and enforcement actions to the EPA headquarters version of the Safe Drinking Water Information System (known as Safe Drinking Water Information System/Federal). EPA generally uses the data in its version of the system—along with other documentation provided on request—to review state determinations of when water systems are complying with the act. EPA also uses these data to determine whether water systems, in the aggregate, are achieving the agency’s national targets for compliance.

3 DOD Instruction 4715.06.

under-reported the violations. During this review, we found that some public water system identification numbers for DOD installations could not be matched with EPA’s system and, therefore, were excluded from our analysis. As a result, some DOD installation violations may be missing from the data, and we may not have comprehensive violations data for health-based drinking water regulations at DOD installations. Nonetheless, we determined that DOD and EPA data were sufficiently reliable for the purpose of identifying whether any drinking water violations were recorded in EPA’s system but not internally reported within DOD, and to indicate possible differences in drinking water violations, as reported by the military departments, between DOD’s two types of public water systems.

For objective two, we reviewed policies issued by the military departments on the use of firefighting foam that contains PFCs. We also reviewed DOD documents related to research into PFC-free firefighting foams that can meet the department’s performance and compatibility requirements, as well as DOD’s military specification document that outlines those requirements. We met with officials from ASD (El&E) and the military departments to discuss their policies on the use of firefighting foam and actions taken to address concerns with the use of firefighting foam containing PFCs, including the future use of firefighting foam. Additionally, we met with Navy officials responsible for testing existing firefighting foam products and setting the military specifications for firefighting foam use in DOD.

Additionally, we obtained and reviewed four regulatory administrative orders—three from EPA and one from the Ohio Environmental Protection


6We were able to match 440 public water systems that serve DOD installations to EPA’s data and not able to match 296 systems.

7Assistant Chief of Staff of the Army for Installation Management Memorandum, Limiting Use of Aqueous Film Forming Foam (June 29, 2016); Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Energy, Installations, and Environment Memorandum, Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF) Control, Removal, and Disposal (June 17, 2016); and Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Installations, Environment, and Energy Memorandum, SAF/IE Policy on Perfluorinated Compounds (PFCs) of Concern (Aug. 11, 2016).

8DOD, MIL-F-24385, Military Specification, Fire Extinguishing Agent, Aqueous Film-Forming Foam (AFFF) Liquid Concentrate, for Fresh and Sea Water (SH) (Aug. 5, 1994).
Agency—directing DOD to address elevated levels of PFOS and PFOA contamination in drinking water at or near four active and closed military installations, and reviewed documentation related to DOD’s efforts to address these administrative orders. We also met with officials from Ohio and the EPA regions that issued the orders—EPA Regions 1 and 3—as well as DOD officials who responded to the orders, to discuss DOD’s response to the orders. We reviewed drinking water guidance issued by ASD (EI&E) and the military departments on testing installation drinking water for PFOS and PFOA\(^9\) and responding to known or suspected releases of PFOS and PFOA.\(^11\) We analyzed DOD-provided data on the installations where DOD-conducted testing showed the presence of PFOS and PFOA in drinking water above the EPA’s health advisory level for those contaminants (as of March 2017) and on the costs and actions taken to investigate and mitigate PFOS and PFOA at or near military installations (as of December 2016). We assessed the reliability of the data by examining the data for obvious errors and inconsistencies, comparing the data, where applicable, with other information collected, and by interviewing knowledgeable officials; we found the data to be sufficiently reliable for our purposes of describing what DOD has reported on its actions and costs for responding to PFOS and PFOA.

---

\(^9\)EPA has 10 regions in the United States, each responsible for carrying out EPA programs within several states and territories.


Additionally, we reviewed DOD policy and our prior work on testing for and responding to perchlorate at military installations.\textsuperscript{12} We met with ASD (EI&E) and military department officials to discuss DOD actions to address PFOS, PFOA, and perchlorate. To obtain additional information on DOD actions to address emerging contaminants in drinking water, we conducted site visits to a nongeneralizable sample of seven current and former military installations—at least two installations per military department—that were selected because they were investigating or responding to unregulated DOD-identified emerging contaminants in drinking water; these installations are listed below.\textsuperscript{13} We also met with EPA and state regulatory officials to better understand how DOD was responding to administrative orders and addressing PFOS, PFOA, and perchlorate at or near DOD installations. Specifically, we met with officials from selected EPA regions and state regulatory offices that had issued an administrative order for PFOS and PFOA or whose region or state included the installations we visited; those EPA regions and states are listed below. We also compared DOD’s list of emerging contaminants with EPA documentation to determine how many DOD-identified emerging contaminants (1) have been regulated by EPA under the Safe Drinking Water Act or (2) are currently unregulated but have an EPA-issued drinking water health advisory.

We visited or contacted the following offices and locations during our review. Unless otherwise specified, these organizations are located in or near Washington, D.C.

**Office of the Secretary of Defense**

- Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Energy, Installations, and Environment
- Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Environment, Safety, and Occupational Health

\textsuperscript{12}GAO, Perchlorate: Occurrence Is Widespread but at Varying Levels; Federal Agencies Have Taken Some Actions to Respond to and Lessen Releases, GAO-10-769 (Washington, D.C.; Aug. 12, 2010) and Environmental Contamination: Department of Defense Activities Related to Trichloroethylene, Perchlorate, and Other Emerging Contaminants, GAO-07-1042T (Washington, D.C.; July 12, 2007).

\textsuperscript{13}We conducted in-person visits to all of the installations listed below except for the former Pease Air Force Base, New Hampshire.
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Department of the Army

- Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff of the Army for Installation Management
- U.S. Army Installations Management Command, Fort Sam Houston, Texas
- U.S. Army Environmental Command, Fort Sam Houston, Texas
- Fort Carson, Colorado
- Fort Jackson, South Carolina

Department of the Navy

- Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Energy, Installations, and Environment
- Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, Energy and Environmental Readiness Division
- Commander, Navy Installations Command
- Marine Corps Installations Command
- Naval Facilities Engineering Command
- Naval Sea Systems Command
- Former Naval Air Station Joint Reserve Base Willow Grove, Pennsylvania
- Naval Auxiliary Landing Field Fentress, Virginia

Department of the Air Force

- Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Installations, Environment, and Energy
- Air Force Civil Engineer Center, Joint Base San Antonio, Texas
- Former Pease Air Force Base, New Hampshire
- Joint Base Langley-Eustis, Virginia
- Peterson Air Force Base, Colorado
- Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio
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EPA

- Office of Water
- Office of Research and Development
- Office of Land and Emergency Management
- Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
- EPA Region 1, Boston, Massachusetts
- EPA Region 3, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
- EPA Region 4, Atlanta, Georgia
- EPA Region 5, Chicago, Illinois
- EPA Region 8, Denver, Colorado
- EPA Region 9, San Francisco, California

State Environmental Regulatory Agencies

- Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment
- Ohio Environmental Protection Agency
- Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection
- South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control

We conducted this performance audit from June 2016 to October 2017 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
The Department of Defense’s (DOD) list of emerging contaminants includes 21 contaminants that can be found in drinking water: 10 that have been regulated by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) under the Safe Drinking Water Act and 11 that are currently unregulated but have an EPA-issued drinking water health advisory. Table 4 shows the regulatory status for each of the 21 contaminants.

### Table 4: Drinking Water Regulatory Status for Department of Defense (DOD)-Identified Emerging Contaminants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOD-identified emerging contaminant</th>
<th>Contaminant’s CAS registry number</th>
<th>Contaminant is regulated under the Safe Drinking Water Act</th>
<th>Contaminant is addressed in an Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) drinking water health advisory (no National Primary Drinking Water Regulation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antimony</td>
<td>7440-36-0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beryllium</td>
<td>7440-41-7</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadmium and compounds</td>
<td>7440-43-9</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium VI&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>18540-29-9</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dioxins&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>n/a&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylbenzene</td>
<td>100-41-4</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead compounds</td>
<td>7439-92-1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methylene chloride</td>
<td>75-09-2</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phthalate esters&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>n/a&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichloroethylene (TCE)</td>
<td>79-01-6</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,4-dioxane</td>
<td>123-91-1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine (RDX)</td>
<td>121-82-4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dinitrotoluene (DNT)&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>25321-14-6</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese and compounds</td>
<td>7439-96-5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naphthalene</td>
<td>91-20-3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel</td>
<td>7440-02-0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA)&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>62-75-9</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perchlorate&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>14797-73-0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix II: Drinking Water Regulatory Status for Department of Defense-Identified Emerging Contaminants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOD-identified emerging contaminant</th>
<th>Contaminant’s CAS registry number</th>
<th>Contaminant is regulated under the Safe Drinking Water Act</th>
<th>Contaminant is addressed in an Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) drinking water health advisory (no National Primary Drinking Water Regulation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perfluorooctane sulfonic acid (PFOS)</td>
<td>1763-23-1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfluorooctanoic Acid (PFOA)</td>
<td>335-67-1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strontium</td>
<td>7440-24-6</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: X= has a regulation or health advisory;  – = does not have a regulation or health advisory.

Source: GAO analysis of DOD and EPA data. | GAO-18-78

---

*CAS registry numbers are generally accepted unique numeric identifiers for chemical substances.

*EPA has regulated total chromium, which includes chromium VI.

*EPA has regulated 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin, which EPA states is the most studied and most toxic of all dioxins.

*No CAS registry numbers were provided by DOD because the contaminant name is referring to a group of related chemicals.

*EPA has regulated di(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, which DOD has identified as a phthalate ester of concern.

*EPA has issued health advisories for 2,4- and 2,6-DNT, which DOD has identified as DNTs of concern.

*EPA has not issued a health advisory document for NDMA but has issued a lifetime health advisory level corresponding to an increased cancer risk.

*EPA issued an interim health advisory for perchlorate in 2008.

*EPA issued a draft health advisory for strontium in 1993. EPA has established a maximum containment level for beta particle and photon radioactivity from man-made radionuclides in drinking water, including strontium-90, requiring that such radioactivity must not produce an annual dose equivalent to the total body or any internal organ greater than 4 millirem/year (mrem/year). 40 C.F.R. § 141.66(d).
Mr. Brian Lepore  
Director, Defense Capabilities Management  
U.S. Government Accountability Office  
441 G Street, NW  
Washington, DC 20548  

Dear Mr. Lepore:

This is the Department of Defense (DoD) response to the GAO Draft Report, GAO-18-78, “DRINKING WATER: DoD Has Acted on Some Emerging Contaminants but Could Better Oversee Regulatory Compliance,” August 22, 2017 (GAO Code 100947). The DoD response to the GAO recommendations is enclosed. Detailed comments on the report were provided by separate email.

The DoD concurs with all five recommendations. DoD and the Military Departments will review and revise internal drinking water compliance guidance to clarify reporting health-based violations. DoD will also evaluate the compliance differences between the types of DoD drinking water systems. My office will work with the Military Services through the DoD Safe Drinking Water Act Service Steering Committee to make recommendations on changes to our compliance reporting guidance.

The Department appreciates the opportunity to comment on the draft report.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Lilian Mennen

Enclosure:  
As stated
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GAO DRAFT REPORT DATED AUGUST 22, 2017
GAO-18-78 (GAO CODE 100947)

"DRINKING WATER: DOD HAS ACTED ON SOME EMERGING CONTAMINANTS BUT COULD BETTER OVERSEE REGULATORY COMPLIANCE"

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE COMMENTS TO THE GAO RECOMMENDATION

RECOMMENDATION 1: The GAO recommends that the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Energy, Installations, and Environment, in consultation with the Secretaries of the military departments, should identify and implement any necessary changes to DOD's environmental compliance policy to clarify DOD's reporting requirements for violations of health-based drinking water regulations.

DoD RESPONSE: Concur. The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Energy, Installations, and Environment will work with the Military Departments through the DoD Safe Drinking Water Act Services Steering Committee to review and clarify DoD internal reporting requirements for violations of health-based drinking water regulations and make appropriate policy changes.

RECOMMENDATION 2: The GAO recommends that the Secretary of the Army should identify and implement actions to increase understanding at their installations and commands about DOD's reporting requirements for violations of health-based drinking water regulations. These actions may include improved communication to or additional training for personnel.

DoD RESPONSE: Concur. The Army will work with Army staff and the DoD Safe Drinking Water Act Services Steering Committee to clarify DoD's internal reporting requirements for violations of health-based drinking water regulations and implement appropriate changes.

RECOMMENDATION 3: The GAO recommends that the Secretary of the Navy should identify and implement actions to increase understanding at their installations and commands about DOD's reporting requirements for violations of health-based drinking water regulations. These actions may include improved communication to or additional training for personnel.

DoD RESPONSE: Concur. The Navy will work with the Navy staff and the DoD Safe Drinking Water Act Services Steering Committee to clarify DoD's internal reporting requirements for violations of health-based drinking water regulations and implement appropriate changes.

RECOMMENDATION 4: The GAO recommends that the Secretary of the Air Force should identify and implement actions to increase understanding at their installations and commands about DOD's reporting requirements for violations of health-based drinking water regulations. These actions may include improved communication to or additional training for personnel.

DoD RESPONSE: Concur. The Air Force will work with Air Force staff and the DoD Safe Drinking Water Act Services Steering Committee to clarify DoD's internal reporting
requirements for violations of health based drinking water regulations and implement appropriate changes.

**RECOMMENDATION 5:** The GAO recommends that the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Energy, Installations, and Environment, in consultation with the Secretaries of the military departments, should (a) review reported compliance data to identify the reasons for any differences in the number of violations of health-based drinking water regulations between DOD’s two types of water systems; and (b) identify and implement any actions needed to address the causes of any differences in the number of violations between DOD’s two types of public water systems.

**DoD RESPONSE:** Concur. The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Energy, Installations, and Environment will work with the Military Departments through the DoD Safe Drinking Water Act Services Steering Committee to review internal compliance data on DoD’s drinking water systems to identify appropriate actions needed to address inconsistencies.
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Data Table

Data Table for Figure 2: Locations Where DOD Has Initiated Actions to Address PFOS and PFOA in Drinking Water Outside Military Installations, as of December 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Services</th>
<th>Regulated DOD PWS</th>
<th>Other DOD PWS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>89.28%</td>
<td>98.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army</td>
<td>92.03%</td>
<td>99.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy</td>
<td>84.73%</td>
<td>94.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force</td>
<td>91.73%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Corps</td>
<td>85.05%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Mr. Brian Lepore

Director, Defense Capabilities Management

U.S. Government Accountability Office 441 G Street, Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Lepore:

This is the Department of Defense (DoD) response to the GAO Draft Report, GAO-18- 78, "DRINKING WATER: DoD Has Acted on Some Emerging Contaminants but Could Better Oversee Regulatory Compliance," August 22, 2017 (GAO Code 100947). The DoD response to the GAO recommendations is enclosed. Detailed comments on the report were provided by separate email.
The DoD concurs with all five recommendations. DoD and the Military Departments will review and revise internal drinking water compliance guidance to clarify reporting health-based violations. DoD will also evaluate the compliance differences between the types of DoD drinking water systems. My office will work with the Military Services through the DoD Safe Drinking Water Act Service Steering Committee to make recommendations on changes to our compliance reporting guidance.

The Department appreciates the opportunity to comment on the draft report.

Lucian Niemeyer

Enclosure:

As stated
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE COMMENTS TO THE GAO RECOMMENDATION

RECOMMENDATION 1:

The GAO recommends that the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Energy, Installations, and Environment, in consultation with the Secretaries of the military departments, should identify and implement any necessary changes to DOD's environmental compliance policy to clarify DOD's reporting requirements for violations of health-based drinking water regulations.

DoD RESPONSE: Concur.

The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Energy, Installations, and Environment will work with the Military Departments through the DoD Safe Drinking Water Act Services Steering Committee to review and clarify DoD internal reporting requirements for violations of health based drinking water regulations and make appropriate policy changes.
RECOMMENDATION 2:

The GAO recommends that the Secretary of the Army should identify and implement actions to increase understanding at their installations and commands about DOD’s reporting requirements for violations of health-based drinking water regulations. These actions may include improved communication to or additional training for personnel.

DoD RESPONSE: Concur.

The Army will work with Army staff and the DoD Safe Drinking Water Act Services Steering Committee to clarify DoD’s internal reporting requirements for violations of health based drinking water regulations and implement appropriate changes.

RECOMMENDATION 3:

The GAO recommends that the Secretary of the Navy should identify and implement actions to increase understanding at their installations and commands about DOD’s reporting requirements for violations of health-based drinking water regulations. These actions may include improved communication to or additional training for personnel.

DoD RESPONSE: Concur.

The Navy will work with the Navy staff and the DoD Safe Drinking Water Act Services Steering Committee to clarify DoD’s internal reporting requirements for violations of health based drinking water regulations and implement appropriate changes.

RECOMMENDATION 4:

The GAO recommends that the Secretary of the Air Force should identify and implement actions to increase understanding at their installations and commands about DOD’s reporting requirements for violations of health-based drinking water regulations. These actions may include improved communication to or additional training for personnel.

DoD RESPONSE: Concur.

The Air Force will work with Air Force staff and the DoD Safe Drinking Water Act Services Steering Committee to clarify DoD’s internal reporting requirements for violations of health-based drinking water regulations and implement appropriate changes.
requirements for violations of health-based drinking water regulations and implement appropriate changes.

**RECOMMENDATION 5:**

The GAO recommends that the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Energy, Installations, and Environment, in consultation with the Secretaries of the military departments, should (a) review reported compliance data to identify the reasons for any differences in the number of violations of health-based drinking water regulations between DOD's two types of water systems; and (b) identify and implement any actions needed to address the causes of any differences in the number of violations between DOD's two types of public water systems.

**DoD RESPONSE: Concur.**

The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Energy, Installations, and Environment will work with the Military Departments through the DoD Safe Drinking Water Act Services Steering Committee to review internal compliance data on DoD's drinking water systems to identify appropriate actions needed to address inconsistencies.
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